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Current work on further improvements of the methodology used for obtaining 
NMR solution structures of biological macromolecules (I, 2) is largely focused on 
three goals: (i) improved quality of the structure determination through direct refine- 
ment against the experimental NOESY spectra (3-5); (ii) computer-supported inter- 
active or automatic analysis of the NMR spectra (6-8); and (iii) work with larger 
molecules using 3D and 4D NMR (9, 10) and 2D ‘H NMR experiments with het- 
eronuclear titers ( 11) . In practice, the success of these new techniques depends critically 
on the availability of experimental NMR spectra with highquality, flat baselines. This 
Communication introduces a new routine, FLATT, for improved baseline flattening 
in complex, multidimensional NMR spectra. 

A variety of factors causing baseline distortions in NMR spectra have been identified 
(e.g., 12-Z6), and the resulting techniques for the reduction of these experimental 
artifacts can be classified into three categories, depending on the stage during data 
accumulation and processing when they are applied: (a) during actual data collection, 
e.g., optimal phase cycling ( 12), or oversampling during data acquisition ( 17); (b) 
improvement of the time-domain data, e.g., linear prediction to correct the first few 
data points of the free induction decay ( 16,28); and (c) improvements of the frequency- 
domain data, usually by subtracting a suitable function that fits the baseline distortion. 
This can be either a polynomial (19,20) or a linear combination of the trigonometric 
functions that correspond to the first few data points of the time-domain signal (21, 
22). The presently introduced new baseline correction procedure belongs to this third 
group and thus has the intrinsic advantage that no modifications of data-acquisition 
and time-domain data processing are required. In the present implementation of the 
routine in the program FLATT, the spectrum format of the program EASY (8) for 
the interpretation of 2D NMR spectra is used, but the adaption to other file formats 
would be straightforward. 

The program FLATT improves each individual cross section (row or column) in 
a 2D NMR spectrum separately. The baseline correction is achieved in two steps: first, 
the regions of the row representing “pure baseline” are identified and second, a function 
that represents a correction of the first few time-domain data points is best-fitted to 
the pure-baseline regions and then subtracted from the complete row. On the basis of 
the observation that a contiguous piece of a row (this may be small compared to the 
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complete length of the row but must be larger than the linewidth of the individual 
peaks) can be well fitted by a straight line only if it lies in a pure-baseline region, the 
algorithm used is capable of identifying nearly all regions containing pure baseline. If 
we consider a row with N data points of intensities Si , . . . , S,, a close fit to a straight 
line is obtained for small values of x ‘, 

x 2 . --!.- i (Sk+l- a - bl)2, 
= ?,Y 2n + 1 I=-n 

k=n+ l,...,N-n, [II 

where X2 denotes the average squared deviation for a best fit of a straight line to a 
stretch of 2n + 1 data points centered at the data point k. The value of n is selected 
by the user; typically, in a ‘H NMR spectrum IZ is chosen such that a stretch of 
2n + 1 data points corresponds to about 75 Hz. The minimum in Eq. [l] is achieved 
for 

a = & jn Sk+, and b = n(n + 1 :(2n + l) ,in lsk+lo [21 

In the boundary regions k < n and k > iV - II, xi is set to the x 2 value of the nearest 
data point in the definition range of Eq. [ 11. On the basis of the idea that x 2 values 
smaller than a cutoff indicate pure baseline, a set B0 of pure-baseline points is defined 
for a given row by 

&,= {kE{l,...,N} ( min 2 
Xk+l G Txfoin 1. 131 

1=-n/3,. . ,n/3 

To us min+n13,. . ,,,/3 X t+/ instead of X ,$ extends pure-baseline regions in the vicinity 
of signal peaks and guarantees a minimal width for each pure-baseline region. The 
cutoff, TX&, consists of the user-adjustable parameter 7 (typically, T = IO), which 
is independent of the scaling and the noise level of the spectrum, and the minimal 
expected X2 value, X fnin, which is defined either as the minimum value of x2 in the 
row considered or as the average of the minima of X 2 in all or, in practice, in a selection 
of rows, whatever is larger.’ 

Normally, the baseline correction is applied separately to the parts of a row that 
are separated by the diagonal or the water resonance. It can then happen that one 
finds a large gap between the position of the diagonal or the water line and the nearest 
pure-baseline point found with the criterion of Eq. [ 31 calibrated for the entire row. 
The program FLATT imposes a maximum allowed gap width, i.e., either 10% of the 
width of the region that is currently baseline-corrected or 5% of the complete row, 
whatever is larger. As long as the width of the gap exceeds this limit, the gap region 
is separately searched for additional pure baseline using less stringent criteria; i.e., 7 
is stepwise increased up to 1.5 4 times its original value (the steps are 1.5, 1.5 ‘, 1.5 3, 
and 1.5 4). The set of all pure-baseline points is denoted B. 

’ The need for this rather involved selection of xii. becomes apparent from the following considerations. 
The average of X* over a selection of rows is used because if x,$i. were set to the minimum of X2 in the row 
considered, too little pure baseline would be found in the case in which the row contains a small region that 
can be significantly better fitted by a straight line than the rest of the row. However, if the smallest value of 
x2 in a given row is bigger than the average of the minimal X2 values in the selected rows, too little pure 
baseline will again be found, which could typically happen for rows containing artifactual noise bands. 
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f:IG . I. Contour plots of a NOESY spectrum of Dendrotoxin K ( 15 mM solution of the protein in 95% 
HZO/ 5% D20, pH 4.6; temperature, 36°C; proton frequency, 600 MHz; mixing time, 40 ms; recorded time- 
domain data set with 920 and 2048 data points in the t, and t2 dimensions, respectively; in t, the set was 
zero-f&d to 1024 points; cosine filtering in both dimensions; spectral width, 12.62 ppm in both dimensions). 
Two positive and two negative levels are plotted without distinction; the second contour level is five times 
higher than the fnst. (A) Not baseline corrected. (B) Baseline corrected in both dimensions using the program 
FLATT. 

Because the main baseline distortions arise from errors in the measurement of the 
first few time-domain data points ( 16-18)) a linear superposition of the corresponding 
frequency-domain functions is better suited to fit baseline distortions than the ofien- 
used polynomials ( 19,20). Presently, we use the function F to fit the baseline distortion, 

k= l,... , N, where N is the number of data points in the row, and aI, . . . , ~~~~~ 
are adjustable parameters. The value of m is selected by the user; typically, m = 3. 
Equation [ 41 is valid for spectra that extend over the full recorded spectral width and 
were calculated by sine and cosine Fourier transformation of the time-domain data; 
otherwise Eq. [ 41 must be modified. The parameters (Ye, . . . , a2,,,+, are adjusted for 
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FIG. 2. Cross sections from the NOESY spectra of Fig. 1. In all cases the full spectral width of 12.62 ppm 
is shown. (A) Row at W, = 1.34 ppm before baseline correction. (B) Same row as in A after baseline 
correction in both dimensions. (C) Column at w2 = 7.76 ppm before baseline correction. There are only 
small baseline distortions in the column, but large artifacts are caused by baseline distortions of the rows, 
in particular in the region or = 0.5-3.5 ppm. (D) Same column as in C after baseline correction in both 
dimensions. The improvement over C is primarily due to the baseline correction of the rows perpendicular 
to this column. In B and D the pure-baseline regions identified by the program FLATT arc indicated by 
horizontal lines below the spectrum. 

optimal least-squares fit of the function F to the spectrum S in the pure-baseline 
regions considered. The latter consist of all points in the set B if the baseline correction 
is made for the entire row, or to a subset of B if the spectral regions separated by the 
diagonal or the water line are treated separately. The linear least-squares problem is 
solved by standard techniques (23) using singular-value decomposition in order to 
avoid instabilities in the case of an almost singular problem. The baseline-corrected 
row, S, is then obtained as Sk = Sk - Fk, for k = 1, . . . , N. Obviously, the same 
treatment can be applied to columns in a 2D spectrum, and for baseline corrections 
in higher-dimensional spectra. 

The program FLATT has been in use in our laboratory for some time. In general, 
better results are obtained with this program than with other available baseline cor- 
rection routines. As an illustration, Figs. 1 and 2 show a baseline-corrected NOESY 
spectrum of Dendrotoxin K from Dendrompis polylepis polylepis, a protein with 57 
amino acid residues (K. D. Berndt, P. Gtintert, and K. Wtithrich, unpublished). The 
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NMR measurements were carried out on a Bruker AM 600 spectrometer. Because 
the most severe baseline distortions occur in the rows, these were corrected first, using 
n =z 20 in Eq. [ 11. Subsequently, the baseline in the columns was corrected, using n 
= 10 (after zero-filling, the total number of data points along o2 is twice that along 
wI ;, see caption to Fig. 1) . In both dimemsions, T = 10 and m = 3 were used in Eqs. 
[ 31 and [ 41, respectively, and the baseline correction was done separately for the 
regions on the left and the right of the diagonal. The complete baseline correction 
took 12.5 min of CPU time on a Sun SPARC station 2. Figure 1 affords a comparison 
of the complete spectra before and after baseline correction, which shows that the 
baseline distortions could successfully be removed. The high quality of the baseline 
correction can be seen more clearly in Fig. 2, which shows cross sections through the 
spectra of Fig. 1. The pure-baseline regions found by FLATT are indicated in Figs. 
2l3 and 2D; in both the row and the column, the algorithm was able to distinguish 
reliably between pure-baseline and peak-containing regions. After baseline correction 
(Figs. 2B and 2D), the spectrum has zero intensity (within the noise uncertainty) in 
ahnost all pure-baseline regions. 

The program FLATT is available for use in other laboratories; please contact the 
authors (do not send a tape). 
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